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The result is unprecedented 3D player animations that are indistinguishable from a complete,
physical game of football. HyperMotion Technology is a big change from FIFA 21, and we wanted
to share with you some of the data we have collected to show you the results of the new
technology. HyperMotion Technology gives Football its authenticity back. The impact of the
technology can be seen in movement data collected from players playing a FIFA Ultimate Team
match as well. We recorded motion capture data for all 22 players, which was then saved to disk
using the new in-game motion capture recording and playback system. You will now be able to relive these gameplay sessions in the game as well as simulate yourself playing, which we’re going
to discuss later in this article. Tactics & Balancing One of the defining characteristics of the FIFA
series since its inception has been the introduction of new tactics, often in response to a new set
of rules or new gameplay styles that were starting to emerge. FIFA 22 is no exception, and we
took the opportunity to define new and revised tactics as well. This is not to say that some tactics
no longer exist, and some have simply been revised. Let’s look at some of the changes and
additions to tactics that we have made in the latest update. Defensive 4-2-3-1 In FIFA 21 we
changed our default tactics to a 4-2-3-1 formation, but gave players the ability to play in a 4-3-3
formation if they prefer the number and positions of the outfield players. This meant that the new
4-2-3-1 formation couldn’t be used in every team, and was only suitable for those teams that had
sufficient numbers in the midfield. FIFA 22 provides additional options for tactics. If you have a
player that likes to play as a midfielder (and who doesn’t?), you can switch the positioning of the
central midfield player to DM and play a more traditional Defensive-Midfielder-Wingers-DM-AttackMidfielder-Wingers-DM-Attack formation. Additionally, the attacker or wingers in FIFA 22 can be
set to play higher up the pitch and take on a different role as a target man. We have named these
roles as Defensives and Winger Defensives. FIFA 22 also changes the default styles of play for
teams in the tournament mode.

Features Key:
New "HyperMotion Technology" in Play Modes makes gameplay more fluid, dynamic,
realistic and fun than ever before Enhanced visuals showcase the game's best-ever graphics and create a unrivalled
experience on- and offline,
New Player Style Creator allows you to choose the type of player you want and let the
game create your ideal footballing avatar.
Player Vision System now lets you see every player in the game from the most accurate
angle possible.
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Game Modes:
FIFA Career Mode presents a deeper gameplay experience. Career Mode lets you take
your game from club to country.
Live the dream as a manager! Live out your dreams as a manager. You can create your
favourite team, design your kits, style your stadium, and choose whether to compete with
the elite or rise up from the lower divisions as you manage your club to glory.
Online Mode:
Two new modes of Ultimate Team are included: 'Current FUT' for updates on in-game
events, and 'Next FUT' to queue up more exciting and rewarding additions to the game.
These will provide even more ways to immerse yourself in your Ultimate Team collection.
FIFA Ultimate Team on Facebook: Fifa today unveiled the first of its new social gaming
experiences - a new social feature for FIFA Ultimate Team. Using the magic of the new
‘Login using Facebook' button on players can login right to their FIFA account, and
download their most-loved clubs and teams directly to their FIFA Ultimate Team list. Daily,
Weekend, and Monthly Challenges are also included, and encourage friends to play along
and complete and special prize pack rewards, including FIFA Jersey Turbines, FUT
Champions, FUT Coins, FUT Cash and even better-looking FUT Kits and Emblems.
New Passes, Backs and Match Styles, along with brand new kits for NBA, NHL, NFL, and
MLB teams.
Performance Based Scoring: Match Maker Scoring is now based on Real Player
Performance.
New Visuals:
Career Mode presents a deep level of play with full squad depth
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